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ABSTRACT

Thesis Production:
Fools

by Neil Simon
Directed by Anna Jane Hudgens
November 2, 3, 9 & 10, 2001
Ellensburg High School
Ellensburg, Washington

This project entailed background research and documentation,
casting, direction, and post-production assessment of Ellensburg
High School's production of Fools. Included in this thesis
documentation are three areas of research: preliminary information,
pre-production analysis, and post production evaluation.
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Performance Parameters
During the spring of each school year, Ellensburg High School
Administration chooses the dates of performance for the following
year's productions. Performance dates of November znct, 3rct, 9th, and
10th, 2001, were chosen for the fall play. Being hired to direct the

fall play exclusively, and not a regular employee of the Ellensburg
School District, I was not afforded any input as to the length of the
rehearsal period prior to performance dates. There will be a total of
five weeks of rehearsal plus tech week, for the production of Fools.
This will prove a challenge, as I am accustomed to a seven,
.r \

sometimes eight-week rehearsal period for high school students.
Adjustments to this shortened preparation period will be made with
a detailed rehearsal schedule that I intend to adhere to faithfully.
My expectations will be clearly conveyed to all actors at auditions.
By breaking Fools into French Scenes for the purpose of
rehearsing groups, or pairings, of actors in the most efficient
manner possible, the actor's and director's energy during rehearsals
will be best utilized. This method of scheduling has proved
successful in the past.
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Ellensburg School District begins classes in the fall of 2001 on
Tuesday September 11. The audition dates of Thursday September
13, and Friday September 14, have been set by the school
administrators. Casting will be posted on Saturday morning,
September 15, 2001. The first meeting of the cast will be on Monday
September 17, 2001 at 3:15, in the Ellensburg High School Little
Theatre. Rehearsals will be Monday through Friday from 3: 15 to
5:15 from October 1, 2001 to November l8t, 2001. This rehearsal
schedule is established by the district. Night rehearsals are not
smiled upon by the district. Opening night is Friday November

2nd

at

7:00 p.m.
The first limitation to contend with will be the challenge of
casting Fools. All of the characters in the play are adults, and all of
the actors will be teenagers. "Playing age" for a young actor is
extremely challenging. The drama program has a large female
casting pool, but a not so large male casting pool. Cross-gender
casting of some of the townspeople roles will need to be considered.
A learning goal for this production is that all actors will learn
Russian accents. As there is no Russian-speaking person available to
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coach the actors, this challenge will be answered with dialect tapes
and intensive group rehearsal.
The next limitation deals with the facilities at Ellensburg High
School. Shows are produced in the Little Theatre. This facility has
110 portable seats and a 25' wide by 20' deep acting space on the
stage. This is a very small area considering that at one point, the
action of the play requires all 10 actors to be on stage at the same
time. The backstage area looks like a junk yard with piles of
discarded materials. This area has been used as a dumping ground
by many groups in the high school for many years, and it is
impossible to ascertain what is usable and what is not without some
serious digging. Without any previous knowledge as to what is
available, some serious excavation is in order. Finding time to do the
digging will be challenging.
Another challenge is that Fools requires three scene locations.
One answer to this problem will be utilizing the floor in front of the
2'-0" raised stage as one acting location. There are steps leading to
the apron of the stage on each side. By utilizing these steps, actors
will be able to enter the front acting area by other means than only
onstage left and right wings. This front of stage, 'pit' area will access
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house doors on both house left and right. The 'pit' area in front of
the stage, in conjunction with the stage apron, and with the main
drape closed, will serve as one scene location. Another will be a
balcony unit that will be constructed that will sit on the auditorium
floor, deep downstage left, or house right This step unit balcony will
be accessed by the stage left steps from the apron to the auditorium.
The third scene location will be on the stage proper with the
main drape open. The greatest concern is whether the lighting
instruments will adequately adjust to illuminate all three of these
areas, particularly the balcony unit and in front of the stage.
The lighting system is a dinosaur that will only allow on and
off effects controlled from backstage left. The backstage also has
very limited electrical outlets from which to run sound. There is a
sound system in the facility, but no one knows how to work it. There
will not, therefore, be any amplification of the actor's voices.
There are no anticipated budget or staffing challenges with
Fools.

Ellensburg High School's Activities Office budgets $2000.00

for the fall play each year. This will be an ample amount of money
to produce this character driven play.
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Anna J. Hudgens

Permission of Hiring Authority

Anna Hudgens has been retained by the Ellensburg School District
to direct the fall play for Ellensburg High School for 2001-2002
school year. We understand that the script that she has chosen is a
comedy by Neil Simon entitled Fools, and will be part of her
Master's Thesis Project for Central Washington University.

- · ------------·- ------Date

Barb Goll-DeWitte, Activities Director,
Ellensburg High School
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Evaluation of the play Fools, by Neil Simon,
as a production vehicle for the venue of
Ellensburg High School
Selecting a play for a thesis production is a difficult task. After
a great deal of thoughtful consideration, and many suggestions from
well-meaning colleagues, Neil Simon's Fools has been selected as
the show to be produced at Ellensburg High School for fulfillment of
the requirements for the Masters of Theatre Arts in Theatre
Production.
Fools was selected for a variety of reasons. One such reason is

that it offers high school students the opportunity to analyze what it
means when messages are repeated over and over again, and how
those messages are received, interpreted, and digested by the
receiver. This comparison can be applied to the lives that
contemporary teenagers embody in the 21st century. Even though
Fools is set in early 19th century Ukraine, much of how people

treat each other has not changed. Modern day teens are constantly
fed messages that they are lazy, self-serving, self-pleasing
degenerates, and are only out to get what they can. They are
painted as self absorbed, slacking youths who have the attitude that
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everyone else can go to hell. Just like the characters in Fools, many
of these teens act exactly as the senders of these messages expect.
But, when other perceptions are revealed, and the 'curse' of the past
is 'magic-ed' away, the true nature and potential of people is
revealed. Just like the teens, great things begin to happen. All that
was needed was a little clearing away of the debris of the past.
Through working on Fools, students will be afforded the
opportunity to learn about the Ukrainian area of Russia in which the
play takes place. Through character research and discussion, actors
and crew will become knowledgeable about life as it was in 1890
Ukraine. Students will also gain an understanding and appreciation
of the effort needed to learn a Russian dialect, and an
understanding of what method of learning a dialect works best for
them. An increased understanding and appreciation of the many
talents and commitments needed in order to produce a successful
show will also be a learning goal for work on the production of
Fools.
Fools is a perfect choice for a secondary school venue such as

Ellensburg High School. Neil Simon has created characters that are
accessible to an adolescent's spectrum of experience. The script
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incorporates socially acceptable, clean humor, that is acceptable for
high school audiences and. their families. The script runs just under
two hours, including a fifteen-minute intermission.
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Learning Goals
The learner will:
• develop knowledge, empathy and understanding of the social
implications that occur when incorrect or inaccurate messages
are sent to human beings over a period of time
• learn the importance of prompt rehearsal attendance
• discover themes in the play, and apply these themes to their real
life experiences
• identify French Scenes in the script
• learn a Russian dialect and apply that knowledge to a consistent
character portrayal
• develop complete character analysis
• learn lines and blocking
• develop a sense of comic timing
• improve vocal skills
• identify and incorporate subtext
• contribute to scenery, prop and costume construction
• appreciate lighting and sound design
• understand the role of the stage manager
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• listen to the other characters they share the stage with
• understand pacing, mood,. and the building of intensity
• contribute to publicity
• learn to stay in, and maintain, character while serving as house
staff for entering audience members
• work together as a team, helping and supporting each other
• take direction, and apply the director's instructions
• learn to self-assess, and apply learned knowledge towards
improvement
• learn what a 'take' is
• learn the basic techniques of comedy, including comic timing
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Director's Concept Statement
Fools are all around us. Often like the forest, we do not discern
them from the trees. Confusing double-speak and irrelevant
information often become so common in everyday interactions, that
an encounter with a true fool can be disarming, startling, and most
importantly, incredibly amusing.
Neil Simon's comic play Fools, takes the viewer to a place
where foolishness is common and common sense is non-existent. In
this world, people have been told that they are stupid for so many
years that they believe it to be true. These characters are likable and
laughable, just like real people in everyday life.
Due to the fact that the roles-of director, producer, and
designer all being combined on this production, a presentational,
non-realistic production style has been chosen for Fools. The
playwright has sub-noted the title, 'A Comic Fable', and the script
has many asides spoken directly to the audience. This
presentational production style will adapt well to our concept. A
heavy reliance on costumes will give the required ethnic feel to the
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production. Earth tones of brown, taupe, umber and sienna will be
used on.the men with touches of color added to the women's
costumes, especially for the young and beautiful ingenue, Sophia.
Set design will be minima4 as Ellensburg High School possesses
little in the way of tools or construction space to work with, and a
very small student crew pool from wh1ch to select student assistantdesigners or construction crew.
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Rehearsal Schedule
Rehearsal Schedule Fools- Fall Play 2001

September
Monday 17
Tuesday 18
Wednesday 19
Thursday 20
Friday 21

Monday 24
Tuesday 25
Wednesday 26
Thursday 27
Friday 28

Russian Dialect Tape Scenes: 1 & 2
Russian Dialect Tape Review scene; 2,
New Scenes: 2 & 3
Russian Dialect Tape Review scenes: 2 & 3,
New Scenes: 4 & 5
Russian Dialect Tape Review scenes: 4 & 5,
New Scenes: 6 & 7
Russian Dialect Tape Review scenes: 6 & 7
New Scenes: 8,9,10,&11

Review scenes: 9, 10 & 11, then 1 thru 8
New Scenes:12 & 13
New Scenes: 14 & 15
Review scenes: 12 & 13,
New Scenes: 16
Review scenes: 14 & 15
New Scenes: 17 & 18
Review scenes: 16
Review scenes: 17 & 18
New Scenes: 19

October
Mon day 1
Tuesday 2
Wednesday 3
Thursday 4
Friday 5

Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act

1 scenes 1-11
2 scenes 12-19
1 scenes 1-11 OFF BOOKS
2 scenes 12-19 OFF BOOKS
1 scenes 1-11

Monday 8
Tuesday 9
Wednesday 10
Thursday 11
Friday 12

Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act

2 scenes 12-19
1 scenes 1-11
2 scenes 12-19
1 scenes 1-11
2 scenes 12-19
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Monday 15
Tuesday 16
Wednesday 17
Thursday 18
Friday 19

Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act
Review scenes: Act

1 scenes 1-11
2 scenes 12-19
1 scenes 1-11
2 scenes 12-19
1 scenes 1-11

Monday 22
Tuesday 23
Wednesday 24
Thursday 25
Friday 26

Review scenes: Act 2 scenes 12-19
Full Run-Through-No costumes or makeup.
Full Run-Through-No costumes or makeup.
Full Run-Through-No costumes or makeup.
Full Run-Through-No costumes or makeup.

Monday 29
Tuesday 30
Wednesday 31

Full Run-Through-No costumes or makeup.
Full Run-Through-WITH costumes, SOME makeup.
Full Run-Through-WITH costumes AND makeup.

November
Thursday 1
Friday 2
Saturday 3

Full Run-Through-WITH costumes AND makeup
First Performance 7 :00
Actor Call 5 :00
Second Performance 7 :00
Actor Call 5 :00

Monday 5
Tuesday 6
Wednesday 7
Thursday 8
Friday 9

NIGHT OFF
NIGHT OFF
Full Run-Through- No costumes or makeup.
Full Run-Through- WITH costumes AND makeup.
Third Performance 7 :00
Actor Call 5 :00

Saturday 10

Forth Performance- Closing Night 7:00
Actor Call 5 :00

Section Two- Pre-production Analysis
Given Circumstances
Geographical Location
Climate
Date/ Year/ Season/ Time. of Day
Economic Environment
Political Environment
Social Environment

Religious Environment
Previous Action
Analysis of Dialogue
Analysis of Dramatic ActiQn
I.

)

Character Analysis
Ideas of the Play
Play Title and Philosophi£al Statements in the Dialogue
Mood and Tone
Rhythm/ Tempo
Past Productions

Playwright Information
Research Documentation
Russian Art
Costume Research
Playwright Research
Previous Productions Research
Works Consulted
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Section Two- Pre-Production Analysis

(

Given Circumstances
• The people of Kulyenchikov are stupid. They are so stupid, they
don't even know how stupid they are.
• Schoolteacher Leon Tolchinsky is a brand new, ambitious teach~r.
• Leon is enthusiastic about being hired to tutor Dr. Zubritsky's
young daughter Sophia.
• A curse was placed on the people-of Kulyenchikov.-The curse
states that all of the village inhabitants, and their descendents,
will remain stupid until a Zubritsky marries a Yousekevitch.
• Because of the curse, the inhabitants of Kulyenchikov do not feel
love, or understand what love is.
• Young Sophia Irena Elynya Zubritsky is the direct descendant of
the Sophia Zubritsky that caused the curse to be placed on
Kulyenchikov, and all its inhabitants, over two hundred years
ago.
• Young Count Gregor Yousekevitch has been in pursuit of Sophia
Zubritsky's hand in marriage for many years.
• Sophia has no desire to marry Gregor Yousekevitch, and has
refused every proposal from him.
\

J
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Geographical Location
• Kulyenchikov is a small,. fictional village located in the extreme
south-western area of Russia, known as the Ukraine.

Climate
• The climate is moderate and comfortable. Mountains surround
the village, protecting it from harsh weather conditions.

Date/Year/Season/Time

of Day

• Date: No specific dates are referenced in the script.
• Year: 1890
• Season: No citing to season is made throughout the play, but
because references are made to birds chirping, and flowers
blooming, a conclusion that it is the spring season of the year will
be made.
• Time of Day: The play begins early one morning, just prior to
9:00 a.m. The action continues throughout the next 24 hour
period, and the epilogue gives updated information as to the
developments in the lives of the characters over the next two
I'

years.
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Economic Environment
• Kulyenchikov is a simple village where economic issues are not
the biggest concern. Villagers have what they need, no more, no
less.

Political Environment
• The Magistrate of the village of Kulyenchikov runs all official
affairs of the village from announcing the time of day to
performing marriages. Outside political influences are not
referenced in the script.

Social Environment
• The inhabitants of the village of Kulyenchikov know each other
well, as it is a small settlement. Village life is friendly, and each
person knows the business of the other.

Religious Environment
• Some people in Kulyenchikov are very God worshipping and
fearing, and others are less so. The main characters, the
Zubritsky family, fall on their knees several times during the
course of the play to ask God for guidance.
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Previous Action
• Snetsky has lost his sheep ....... again. This is a regular
occurrence.
• The fishermen have not caught any fish today.
• Vendor Yenchna decides she will sell flowers instead of fish, but
will call the flowers by fish names.
• Snetsky has been kicked in the head several times.
• Many schoolteachers have come to Kulyenchikov before.
• 200 years ago, a curse was placed on the village of Kulyenchikov.
This curse condemned every man, woman, and child to be stupid.
• The curse was placed by Vladimir Yousekevitch because a young
girl, Sophia Zubritsky, was forbidden by her father to marry
Vladimir's not so bright son, young Casimir Yousekevitch.
Casimir was not considered smart enough by Sophia's father to
be worthy of Sophia's hand in marriage.
• During the course of the past 200 years, many, many teachers
have been summoned to Kulyenchikov in an effort to teach
someone in the village something, anything, in an effort to break
the curse. Unfortunately, no school teacher has ever been
successful.
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• Sophia takes singing lessons from a canary, the tunes only.
• Yenchna sells umbrellas as well as fish and flowers when it rains,
or as the village thinks, Count Yousekevitch is throwing water
down on them from his. castle on the hill.
• Mother, Lenya Zubritsky, uses maple syrup to mark the pages of
the Kulyenchikov Curse in the Book of Curses.
\

• Lenya dusted the \Book of Curses yesterday by putting dust on it.
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Analysis of Dialogue
Dr. Zubritsky: "Lenya, bolt the door. Draw the curtains."
Lenya: "I can't draw curtains. I can draw a cat or a fish - "
Dr. Zubritsky: "Never mind. Lower your voice."
Lenya: (Bending knees, making herself shorter.) "How low do
you want my voice?"
(Simon 19)
Neil Simon has stuffed his Russian fable, Fools, full of such
puns and plays on words. Wh o's Who of the Cinema editors Ann
Lloyd and Graham Fuller called playwright Simon the most popular
playwright in America due to his use of clever one-liners and his
shrewd treatment of middle class angst. ( 407) In his comic script,
Simon lives up to said high praise with clever, character driven oneliners.
Snetsky: "Good morning. Did you happen to see two dozen
sheep?"
Leon: "Two dozen sheep?"
Snetsky: "Yes There were fourteen of them."
(Simon 10)
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The characters are written such that the viewing audience can
identify themselves in the characters, or they know others just like
them.
Sophia: "I know that something has happened a long time ago
that prevents me from knowing what happened a long
time ago. If only you knew me the way I might have been
instead of the way I am."
Leon: "But if you were not the way you are, then I would not
have come here to help you become the way you might
have been. (Aside, quickly.) Careful! You're beginning to
think like her."
(Simon 32)

The plays on words, and the puns will be accentuated by
appropriately placed actor 'takes' by the character of Leon. He
is the only stranger in Kulyenchikov, and the only one not
affected by the illogic of the village. These carefully timed
'takes' will be an additional learning goal for this actor, and
will accent the comedy in the dialogue between characters.
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The characters in Fools live in the Russian province of the
Ukraine, and possess Russian dialects. Hodge refers to dialogue as a
heard language. (Hodge 2 7) Indeed the word choices in Fools sound
more musical when a correct Russian dialect is applied.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action with One-Act Text

Example;

Units with titles. Characters with verbs.

SCENE Act I
Scene 1
( New Teacher
Ar rives)

Scene 2
(Something's
Amiss)

Scene 3
(What? Another
teacher?)

Scene 4
(That Man's No
Dr.)

Scene 5
(The Curse of
Kulyenchikov)

PAGE #

CHARACTORS

p. 9

Leon: to reveal
: to reflect
:to inform

p. 10

p. 12

p. 15

p. 16

Leon: to inquire
Snetsky: to search
:to reveal :to befriend
Magistrate: to
inform

Mishkin: to deliver
:to welcome
Slovitch: to inquire
:to welcome
Y enchna: to sell
:to welcome
Leon: to inquire :to
buy
Snetsky: to search

Magistrate: to
establish
Dr Z: to examine

Dr Z: to welcome
:to reveal :to interest
:to warn :to reach
understanding
Lenya: to announce
:to inform :to
welcome
:to appreciate
Leon: to assist
:to educate
:to deduce
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Scene 6
(She's lovely,but .)

Scene 7
(Love Stupid Style)

p.25

p.32

Dr Z: to interest
:to attempt
Lenya : to
encourage
Leon: to evaluate
:to encourage
Sophia: to cooperate
Leon: to declare
:to meet the
challenge
:to resolve
Sophia: to seek out
:to flirt
Mishkin: to reveal
:to warn
Slovitch: to inform
Yenchna: to sell
Leon: to correct
Snetsky: to
investigate

Scene 8
(Throwing Water)

p.34

Scene 9
(The Proposal
again.)

p.36

Gregor: to propose
Dr Z: to investigate
Lenya: to search for
Leon: to remain
hidden
Sophia: to decline

Scene 10
(The Challenge)

p.38

Gregor: to reveal
:to intimidate
Leon: to stand firm

Scene 11
(Brown Roots)

p.39

Leon: to declare
:to resolve
Sophia: to sacrifice
:to believe
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Character Analysis
Dr. Nikolai Zubritsky
What other characters say about him:
• No other characters make any remarks about him throughout the
course of the play.

What this character says about himself:
• He is not really a doctor. (p. 16)
• He, and his wife, love immodesty. (p. 17)
• He has trouble opening jars. (p. 24)
• He loves his wife. (p. 69)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: He accepts his ignorance for himself, but wants better for
his daughter, Sophia.
• Finish: He is still not the brightest penny in the roll, but he now
recognizes that the feelings he has for his wife Lenya are
love, and he is happy for his daughter Sophia, and his new
son-in-law, Leon.
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Desire: To find someone to help-his daughter gain knowledge and
have a better life.
Will: Strong. He continues to seek out teachers to teach his
daughter.
Moral Stance: High moral character. Honest.
Decorum: Plump. Robust. Fidgety. Fussy.
Summary Adjectives: Jolly. Loving. Concerned. Illogical. Sincere.
Devoted to his family.
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Lenya Zubritsky
What other characters say about her:
• She looks beautiful. (Mishkin p. 6l)
What this character says about herself:
• She and her husband desperately want someone to help their
daughter Sophia. (p. 23)
• Her feet are bleeding (p.3 7)
Polar Attitudes:
• Start: To find a way for her daughter to have a better life.
• Finish: To pursue political equality for all women.

Desire: To find someone to help her daughter gain knowledge and
have a better life than she has had.

Will: Strong, she has faith in Leon.

Moral Stance: Good, wishes ill-will to no one.

Decorum: Flitty. Quick. Waif-ish. Energetic.
Summary Adjectives: Kind. Gentle. Bird-like.
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Sophia Zubritsky
What other characters say about her:
• She is so stupid that she-just recently learned to sit
down.(Snetsky p. 11)
• She is nineteen years old. (Snetsky p. 11)
• She is hopeless. (Snetsky p. 11)
• She doesn't know the difference between a cow and a duck.
(Snetsky p.11)
• She is delicate and sensitive. (Papa Zubritsky p. 24)
• She takes singing lessons from a canary. (Papa Zubritsky p. 24)
• She likes drinking water. (Papa Zubritsky p. 25)
• She is beautiful. tLeon p. 25)
• She has unbelievably crystal-clear blue eyes. (Leon p. 26)
• She has a sweet soul and a pure heart. (Leon p. 28)
What this character says about herself:
• She would like to fly like a bird, to soar away from Kulyenchikov,
to meet other people in other villages, and see what the world is
like. (p. 27-28)
• She never catches colds. She never learned how to do it.(p. 32)
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• That she knows something has happened that prevent& her from
knowing what has happened. (p. 32)
• She reads by the light of burning drapes (p.37)
• She would endure_a hundred thousand years of curses to be able
to know the feeling of loving Leon for just one day. (p.40)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: To please Leon Steponovitch Tolchinsky.
• Finish: To express her opinions without being controlled by her
husband Leon.

Desire: To gain knowledge.

Will: Strong, for she puts her complete trust in Leon.

Moral Stance: Honest. Pure. Devoted. Innocent. Sincere.

Decorum: Lovely in face and character. Wide-eyed.

Summary Adjectives: Sweet. Innocent. Inquisitive.
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Leon Steponovitch Tolchinsky
What other characters say about this him:
• He looks young, strong and determined. (Lenya p. 16)
• He is the most beautiful school teacher she has ever seen. (Sophia
p. 29)
What this character says about himself:
• He has taught in a small children's school in Moscow. (p. 9)
• The teaching position in Kulyenchikov is his first real teaching
job.(p. 9)
• He has a passion for teaching.(p. 9)
• He is a very enthusiastic person. (p. 9)
• He gets up at the crack of dawn, ready to begin work. (p. 9)
• He is going to live and teach in Kulyenchikov. (p. 10)
• He is an excellent teacher. (p. 10)
• He noticed that every word in the teaching advertisement was
misspelled. (p. 11)
• He is very eager to begin his new duties. (p. 14)
• He is delighted to be in Kulyenchikov. (p.17)
• He does not want to seem immodest. (p.17)
• He is the best young teacher in all of Russia. (p. 17)
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• He is gratified at the warm welcome extended by the Zubritsky's.
(p. 18)

• The idea of losing Sophia terrifies him. (p. 36)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: To succeed in his new teaching position.
• Finish: To appreciate and enjoy the life that he has found in
Kulyenchikov.

Desire: To teach.

Will: Strong. Dedicated. Patient under challenging circumstances.

Moral Stance: Very good hearted.

Decorum: Educated. Self confident. Clean appearance, though
worn, well used clothing.

Summary Adjectives: Likable. Clever. Friendly. Outgoing.
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Something Something Snetsky
What other characters say about him:
• We all know him well. (Mishkin p. 13)
• He is somewhat deficient in his mental alertness. (Leon p. 14)
• That he has been kicked in the head by a horse many, many
times. (Yenchna p. 14)
What this character says about himself:
• He has forgotten his name. (p. 10)
• That he is stupid. (p. 11)
• He can have private thoughts, he just can't think of any thoughts
to have in private. (p. 12)
• He is called Snetsky the sheep loser. (p. 12)
• He is 42 years old. (p. 15)
Polar Attitudes:
• Start: To find his sheep.
• Finish: Become a wealthy philanthropist.
Desire: To become smart.
Will: N/ A (Not a main character)
Moral Stance: Good, wishes ill-will to no one.
Decorum: Rough. Vacant. Friendly. Robust.
Summary Adjectives~ Friendly. Good natured.
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Mishkin the Post-carrier
What other characters say about her:

• NI A (Not a main charact~r)

What this character says about herself:
• She has all the mail. (p. 12)
• She is 51 years old (p. 15)
• She washed her cow today. (p.. 35)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: NI A (Not a main character)
• Finish: NI A (Not a main character)

Desire: To become smart.
Will: NI A (Not a main character)

Moral Stance: Good, wishes ill-will to no one.
Decorum: NI A (Not a main character)

Summary Adjectives: NI A (Not a main character)
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Yenchna the Vendor
What other characters say about her:
• She is much older than 26-years-. (Slovitch p. 15)
What this character says about herself:
• She is 2 6 years old. (p. 15)
• She used to be a substitute teacher. (p. 35)
• Her husband has been late for fourteen years. (p.36)
• She wishes her husband were dead (p.36)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: N/ A (Not a main character)
• Finish: N/A (Not a main character)

Desire: To sell her wares. To become smart
Will: N/ A (Not a main character)
Moral Stance: Slightly compromised. She wants Sophia to marry
Count Gregor, even if Sophia does not love him, so the village
can become smart again.
Decorum: Vendor of many goods.
Summary Adjectives: Resourceful, Flexible.
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Slovitch the Butcher
• What other characters say about him:

• NI A (Not a main character)

What this character says about himself:
• He has a sick sister in Odessa. (p. 12)
• He hates reading bad news. (p. 13)
• He is 41 years old. (p. 15)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: NI A (Not a main character)
• Finish: NI A (Not a main character)

Desire: To become smart.
Will: N/A (Not a main character)
Moral Stance: Good. He deceives or harbors ill-will towards
no one.
Decorum: Business owner. Conscientious worker.
Summary Adjectives: Unconfident.
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Count Gregor Yousekevitch

What other characters say about him:
• He. does not like new schoolteachers. (Slovitch p. 1 S)
• He is the descendent of Vladimir Yousekevitch who put the curse
on the village nearly 200 years ago. (Dr. Zubritsky p. 30)
• He is the last in the line of Yousekevitch. (Dr. Z p. 30)
• He only wants to marry Sophia to avenge his ancestors.
(Dr. Z p. 30)
• He is cursed with being stupid like all of Kulyenchikov.
(Dr. Z p. 30)
• He throws water down on the village (Snetsky p. 3-$)

What this character says about himself:
• He would give up all his wealth and.power to be a hero. (p. 58)
• That he did not like his father very much, and he tried to crawl
away from home when he was a baby. (p. 59)
• He is the last in the line of Yousekevitch. (p. 60)
• He is not married. (p. 60)
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• He may be a villain, but he doesn't fool around. (meanil}g
sexually) (p.60)
• He is unhappy. (p. 60)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: To marry Sophia.
• Finish: To worship and serve-God as the local monk.

Desire: To marry Sophia. To be liked by others.

Will: Strong, to the point of de:ception and trickery.

Moral Stance: Deceitful.

Decorum: Brooding, Sulking.

Summary Adjectives: Moody. Mean. Persistent.
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The Mayor/Magistrate
• What other characters say about him:

• NI A (Not a main character)

What this character say about himself:
• That he must keep up his strength. (p. 16)
• He is a magistrate, and that his duty is to preserve law and order.
(p. 16)

Polar Attitudes:
• Start: N/ A (Not a main character)
• Finish: N/A (Not a main character)

Desire: Wants his life to be unruffled, undisrupted. To maintain the
status quo.
Will: N/A (Not a main character)
Moral Stance: Good, wishes ill-will to no one.
Decorum: Older. Year-worn. Slow.
Summary Adjectives: Functional. Suck-up. Pompous.
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Ideas of the Play- Play Title and
Philosophical Statements in the Dialogue
Playwright Neil Simon has used the context of a Rus-sian fable
to reveal some simple truths about human behavior. These simple
truths are the morals to this tale: "You can't be cursed unless you
permit yourself to be." (Simon 57), "Power is a useless weapon
against the enlightened." (Simon 70) and "Knowledge is everyone's
birthright." (Simon 19). Simply put, messages about a person's
abilities or potential will make an impact whether those messages be
subtle or bold.
The villagers of Kulyenchikov have been told for two hundred
years that they are stupid. This assumption of low expectations,
along with the knowledge of the curse, has been passed down
through families and generations and the resultant effect on the
population is evident. With Leon's statement, "You can't be cursed
unless you permit yourself to be." (Simon 57) Leon pushes the
villagers, and the viewing audience, to take back or regain control of
their lives and their futures. Simon sends a statement to his
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audience that they have a great deal more control over th-eir self
images and futures than they may have previously been aware.
Simon's uses of the phrases, "Knowledge is everyone's
birthright.", ( 19) and "Power is a useless weapon against the
enlightened."(57) shows the people of Kulyenchikov, and Simon's
audiences, that each and every human being has the right to
acquire knowledge and not be held back by the chains of ignorance,
whether those chains masquerade as bigotry, fear or intolerance.
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Ideas of the Play- Mood and Tone
Fools begins as a sweet romp through a lyric folk tale. Each

character could be assigned a musical instrument counterpart, and
each instrument would be one that emits light, pleasant, laughing
tones, with the exception of Count Gregor Yousekevitch, the story's
villain. Giggling flutes, light piccolos, gliding violins and violas all
comprise the mood and tone of Fools. Count Gregor, our only
exception would have a moaning, low oboe as his counterpart
instrument.

Ideas of the Play- Rhythm and Tempo
Fools presents a story with two distinct climactic scenes. The

first takes place during Act II scene 1, or in my French scene
numberings, scene 15 entitled, 'Will he or Won't He'. In this scene,
the twenty-four hour time limit expires. for schoolmaster Leon to
have taught someone in Kulyenchikov something, anything, in order
to break the curse. The audience waits as the clock strikes: nine
o'clock a.m. to see if Leon too will be struck stupid. As the clock
bongs off the hours, we see a look of stupidity cross Leon's face, and
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we then hear Leon answer questions put to him with utter nonsense.
It appears that the hero has been defeated.
The second climactic scenes comes at the end of the p-lay when
Leon and Sophia are pronounced man and wife during their
wedding ceremony. As the magistrate makes the pronouncement, a
loud clap of thunder engulfs the wedding party, and everyone falls
to the floor. When they begin to arise moments later, each character
realizes he or she is suddenly smart, and they begin to express their
new found, (always possessed) knowledge.
These two points of rising action and dramatic tension
contribute to the plays climactic moments and the rhythm of the
piece. Fools clips along at a brisk pace, and keeps the audience but
one chuckle behind the next laugh.
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Past Productions of Fools

Simon's script Fools, first published in 1982, was not an
award winner, or even a modest stage success. First staged at the
Eugene O'Neill Theatre, Fools opened on April 6, 198-1, and
promptly closed a month later on.May 9, 19 81. The costume
designer, Patricia Zipprodt, received a Joseph Maharam Foundation
Award for her contribution to. the. production. Critics were not kind,
and said that their high hopes for Simon's newest work were
unfulfilled. One critic went so far as to say he wanted to believe that
some day, Simon would find a way to "... twist the controls of Fools,
and get it going as a properly stylized farce of the intellect, .... "

This is not to purport that Simon has not enjoyed a profit
from this script. While not overwhelmingly received.on Broadway,
Fools enjoys many a showing in community and dinner theatre

venues across the nation. Between 1990 and 1998, Southern
California's Orange County was treated to three productions within
a 25 mile radius.
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The Playwright- Neil Simon

Fools author Neil Simon was born in 192 7 in &ronx, New York

to Irvin and Mamie Simon. To date, he· has been married 5 times,
twice to his current wife, Diane. Simon has 3 daughters, Ellen,
Nancy, and Bryn. Simon attended the University of Denver and
graduated in 1946 from New York University. He served in the U.S.
Army Air Forces as the sports editor for the Rev-Meter between
1945-1946.

Simon has been a prolific writer since he began his career in
1956 in television. He received Emmy Award nominations for his
work on The Sid Ceasar Show and The Phil Silvers Show early in his
career. From his success in television, Simon moved to writing plays
where he also met with recognized. success. Antoinette Perry Award
Nominations (Tony Awards) came his way as early as 1963 for his
musical Little Me. Tony Award Nominations were to follow for his
plays; Barefoot in the Park (1964), Sweet Charity (1966-), Plaza Suite
(1968), Promises, Promises ( 1969), Last of the Red Hot Lovers
(1969), The Prisoner of Second Avenue (1972), The-Sunshine Boys
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(1973), The Good Doctor (1974), Chapter Two (1978), They're
Playing Our Song (1979), and Broadway Bound (1987). Simon won

Tony Awards in 1965 for The Odd Couple, in 1985 for Biloxi Blues,
and again in 1991 for Lost in Yonkersr which also garnered-him a
Pulitzer Prize. Simon also received a special Antoinette-Perry Award
in 197 5 for all-over contributions to the theatre. His other
numerous awards include a Laurel Award from the Writers Guild of
America, a Lifetime Creative Achievement Award, the Sam S. Shubert
Foundation Award, Academy of Television and Motion Pictures
Awards, and the New York Drama Critics Circle Awaq:l.
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Research Documentation
Russian Art
Costume Research
Playwright Resean;h

Previous Productions Research

Please note: Content in this section was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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SCULPTURE
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representative: Bridget Aschcnberg, International Creative Management, 40 West 57th Street, New
York. N.Y. 10019.
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THEATER REVIEW; Wise 'Fools'; Orange Coast College Makes Smart Choi~Neil Simon,s Slight Take on a Russian Fable
The Los Angeles Times; Los Angeles, Calif.; Jun 24, 1998; T.H. McCULLOH;

Sub Title: [Orange County Edition]
Edition:
Record edition
Start Page: 2
ISSN:
04583035
Dateline: COSTA MESA
Abstract:
Stephen Sondheim did it precariously in his bland uAnyone Can WhfstleH and his partly successful "Sunday In the
Park With George." Ibsen was more successful with his dark "Peer Gynt." Neil Simon did it simplistically in his
slapstick "Fools,• being revived at Orange Coast College's Drama Lab.
"Fools, " based on an old Russian tale, Is the story of Leon Tolchlnsky, a young schoolteacher in his first post, in the
small village of Kulyenchikov. What he doesn't know is that, for 200 years, the village has been under a curse that
everyone born there will be stupid. That's the meat for Simon's comedic grinder.

Without divulging Simon's twists and turns, rest assured that, as in all fables, everything works out, even Leon's
courting of the opaque Sophia, daughter of the village doctor, Zubritsky, who specializes in burlesque-style medicine.

Full Text:
(Copyright, The Times Mirror Company; Los Angeles Times 1998 all Rights reserved)
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STAGE REVIEW Simon's 'Fools' Is Gold Mine of Groaners
The Los Angeles Times (Pre-1997 Fulltext); Los Angeles, Calif.; Jul 27, 1990; MARK CHALON SMITH;

Sub Title: [Orange County Edition]
Start Page: 22
ISSN:
04583035
Dateline: HUNTINGTON BEACH
Abstract:
PHOTO: From left, Tom Hardy (Dr. {Zubritsky}), [Mark Bommarito} (Leon), Carolee Jortner (Lenya) and {Juliana
Schmidtke] (Sophia) perform in a scene from the Huntington Beach Playhouse production of "Fools." I JOHN FUNG 1
Los Angeles Times; PHOTO: In "Fools," Mark Bommarito, right, is a teacher who falls for a pretty pupil portrayed by
Juliana Schmidtke.
A Huntington Beach Playhouse production of [Neil Simon]'s comedy. Directed by [Peter Dolan]. Set by Peter Dolan
and Bob Ashby. Lighting by Joe Greico. Plays Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. through Aug. 18, with a 2 p.m.
matinee this Sunday, at 21141 Strathmoor Lane, Huntington Beach. Tickets: $6 to $8. Information: (714) 832-1405.

Full Text:
(Copyright, The Times Mirror Company; Los Angeles Times 1990all Rights reserved)
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THEATER REVIEW Garden Grove Finds Secret to Enlightening 'Fools'
The Los Angeles Times (Pre-1997 Fulltext); Los Angeles, Calif.; Sep 9, 1993; T.H. McCULLOH;

Sub Title: [Orange County Edition]
Start Page: 3
ISSN:
04583035
Dateline: GARDEN GROVE
Abstract:
{Carolee Jortner) also found a key secret to making "Fools" work. It's almost a one-man show, carried for the most
part by the character of Leon Tolchinsky, an inexperienced young schoolmaster who has been hired to try to break
the curse.
Jortner also restrains most of her company from trying to look funny, a common error in this sort of comedy. Mitchell
Nunn, as the village doctor who hired Leon to teach his daughter, plays it straight from character and is very funny.
As his wife, Lani Hall rarely slips into physical shtick, and when she does it's not enough to detract from a gooa
performance.
A Garden Grove Community Theatre production of [Neil Simon)'s comedy. Directed by Carolee Jortner. Lighting: Lee
Schulman. Setting: Carolee Jortner, Bob Harmon. Costumes: Larry Watts. Sound: Billy Atinsky.

Full Text:
(Copyright, The Times Mirror Company; Los Angeles Times 1993all Rights reserved)
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Section Three
Post Production Materials-Fools. Program

Ellensburg High School
Drama Department
Presents

/~
- ~'

I •

-

'

-

November 2,3,
9,& 10,2001
Uttle Theatre

7:00p.m.
Directed by

AnaJ.Hudgens

Ellensburg Drama Department Proudly
Presents

Neil Simon's

Cast
In order of a1>1>earar,ce

Foo(s
Directed by Ana J . Hudgens
Produced by special arrangement with
Samuel French, Inc. Hollywood, CA

Ac+ 1
1iMe: Jut+ ~efore 9:00 aM, 1890

P(ace: Ku(venchilcov, Ukraine
ViUage t+reet
1he HoMe of l)r. zu~ri+1kv

Act 1.
'TiMe: Jui+ ~efore s:oo aM, +he next dav

P(ace: The HoMe of l)r. zu~ri+ikv
ViUage itreet

Leon Steponovitch Tolchinsky . . . . . . . Shane Johnson
Snetsky the Sheep Loser .............. Steve Hedrick
Magistrate ......... . ............ Christian Mecham
Mishkin the -Post Carrier . . ............. Amber Ritter
Slovitch the Butcher.. ... . . .. ...... Bobby Haberman
Yenchna the Vender ......... . .... Katharine Kramer
Doctor Zubritsky . ...... . ....... .. . .. Charlie Wolfe
Sophia Zubritsky . . . .... .. .. .......... Blair Hopkins
Lenya Zubritsky .. .. ......... ......... Jenna Banks
Gregor Yousekevitch .. . ...... . .... Travis Dukelow

Pro tJ uc+ion S+ aff
Director .......... . ....... . ........ Ana J . Hudgens
Stage Manager .... . ....... ... ..... Stefanie Johnson
Special Production Assistant . . . . . . . . Ellicia Thiessen
Assistant Stage Manager: Props ........ Steve Hedrick
Assistant Stage Manager: Hair and Make-up designStefanie Johnso
Roshell Hutchin
Assistant Stage Manag~r: Co ::tumes .... Esther Chilcutt
Assistant Stage Mana6 er: Dirlcct Coach . Stefanie Johnson

~'

M e+ +h e

Crew

Shane Johnson/Leon: Shane joined the-cast of Fools
fresh from Valley Musical Theatre's summer production
of State Fair. When he's not at play or Chamber Choir
rehearsal, Shane can be found doing his homework so he
can maintain his 3.95 G.P.A. A sophomore, he plans to
continue his involvement with EHS performing arts and
when he graduates, he'd like to attend college, then hit
the beat in either New York, or Los Angels. Shane wants
to thank his supportive and encouraging parents and his
brothers and sister.
Steve Hedrick/Snetsky: This is Steve's first time
venturing before the footlights, but given this boys
natural talent, we're sure it won't be his last. When not
rehearsing his lines, or hunting up props for Fools,
Steve can be found practicing his euphonium. Steve
wants to thank his family for all their encouragement
and support. "Folks, you ROCK! I love you guys!"

Christian Mecham/Magistrate: An EHS junior,
Christian is also the business manager and a featured
columnist for EHS's newspaper, the Alutant . His other

interests include local community theatre, history, and
wargaming with models he creates and paints himself.
Christian wants to thanks Mom's Taxi Service, and his
dad too.

Amber Ritter/Mishkin: A senior, Amber can usuall)
be found playing the role playing game Dungeons and
Dragons when she's not at play rehearsal or at school.

Bobby 1-laberman/SZovitch: Mr. Handy Man,
Bobby is almost solely responsible for the set construction of Fools. An EHS Bobby, not surprisingly,
names music and working on his truck among his
interests. A musician like Steve, Bobby plays the tuba
in the EHS band, and plays the guitar and well.

Katharine Kramer/Yenchna: An EHS junior,
Katharine is also an active member of the National
Honor Society and the Marine Biology Club. Future
plans include college and travel to South Korea to
research adoption records in search of her birth
parents. Katharine wants to thank her parents for
supporting her and loving her, and helping her
LEARN HER LINES!!!

Charlie Wolfe/Dr. Zubritsky: An EHS Senior this

knowledge in general. Travis is toying with the idea of

year, Chr.rHe is a Running Start student with his eyes set
on enter·:,i_;{ CWU next fall. His interests beyond the

continued study in the L'ieatre arts.

stage include rollerblading and golf. Charlie filmed his

Stefanie Johnson/Stage Manager: Watch out for

first short film for a local director last month called
The Way. Charlie wants to thank his parents for

this girl. She may only be a freshman, but there is

supporting his acting interests. "Love you Mom & Dad."

actors on their lines, to stitching costumes, Stephanie
does it all and with a smile on her face. An accomplished

Blair Hopldns/Sophia :You may have seen Blair's

dancer, Stephanie plans to continue involvement in EH~

name in the EHS newspaper publication, the Alutant,

theatre and musical programs. She wants to thank her
parents for their encouragement and support.

or in the program for the EHS Chamber Choir because
this girl does it all. A positive attitude and attention to
detain make this girl a real asset to our production.

nothing she can't do. From painting the set, to drilling

Roshelle Hutchins/Make-up: Rochelle's interests
outside make-up design include Japanimation art and

Jenna Banks/Lenya: Another member of the EHS
Chamber Choir, Jenna enjoys singing as well as acting.

computers. She used her computer skills to take digital
photographs from a computer disk and turn them into

A junior this year, she plans to audition for the winter
musical Anything Goes, and make a tradition of

make-up plots in order to collaborate with her make-up
partner Stephanie and come up with make-up designs fc

wrapping her body in duct tape every Halloween, as
began this year.

each character in Fools.

Esther Chilcutt/Costumes: Esther's sewing skills
Travis Dukelow/Gregor: A junior this year, Travis
can be found at work in the projection booth of the
Liberty theatre when he's not at school or play rehearsal.
His interests include music, computers, philosophy and

and contacts in the community have made her a great
help during the production process of Fools.

ArmY/Special Forces, and battling some fools himself.

Ellicia Thiessen/Special Producti.on Assistant:
Newlywed Ellicia is a cu:rrer.t senior at CWU finishing
up her secondary educatjon l"~quirements in english and
drama. Ellicia is an accomplished actress herself, playing
key roles in CWU's productions of A Midsummer
Nights Dream and Picasso at the Lupine Angile.
Ellicia won a Farrell Scholarship two years ago to
research and write a one act play entitled When Path
Cross. The play was selected as best new play by noted.
playwright Steven Dietz in the Theatre of Puget Sound
Playwriting Contest this fall and was given a staged
reading and evaluation.

Dire ctors Notes:
Sometimes it is really hard to do what we do. Aftet
,eptember nth, it was very difficult for all of us
nvolved in Fools to come to rehearsal and concentrate
in rehearsing something that was so funny. We didn't
rant to seem unfeeling or insensitive. We didn't want to
ppear callous. But we couldn't help but bust a gut
mghing sometimes at the antics of these inhabitants of
tis small Ukrainian village. I many ways, this has been
Le hardest 5 week preparation period of my career.
I choose this play last spring because I liked what

Ana J. Hudgens/Director: Originally from Los
had to say about the flawed perception of accepting
Angeles, Ana left the hustle and hassle of the big city for iat others tell us about ourselves. I especially liked th,
rallels that could be drawn between our young people
small town Payette Idaho, where she has been a high
school drama teacher for the past 9 years. Fools is Ana's today, and what the media tells us they are all like. A
nee at their short bios will demonstrate that the youn
41's directorial effort. She will receive her Masters
Degree in Theatre Production from CWU this spring and ,n and women involved in this production are not all
while Ana's future is still unclear, what ever she does, it
will be in the company of her ever supportive and
encouraging husband of 10 years Henry, and their two
youngest productions, Cooper 6 and Cassidy 5. Ana

~ the stereotypes that the media presents to us. ThesE

dedicates this production of Fools to her middle son

filcum of opportunity, they can accomplish great

Greg, currently serving in the United States

s refuses to cave in to the messages that they are all
f, self-serving, self-pleasing degenerates, out to get
~t they can and be damned to the rest. Given a small

things. You see the evidence of that here tonight.
Our world faces some difficult times in the future.
It is these youths, and their attitudes that will push us
through, with new perspectives, and new attitudes that
will not settle for the positions of the past. Their
optimism, even in their honoring and respecting of
events of the past, sometimes takes your breath away.
The opportunity to visit the Vietnam Memorial 'Wall'
during the past week confirmed that. These kids have a
lot more awareness than usually given credit for.
In recent days, I have been reminded on a daily
basis how precious life and relationships are, and how
easily we take them for granted. Slovitch sums up our
unspoken feelings when he says, "I'm almost afraid to
ask it. What if we're wrong?" But thank goodness for the
Snetskys' among us who respond, "But what if we're
right?". We hope you enjoy this evening of Fools. We
hope you laugh a lot, because goodness knows, we all
need it and laughter is the tonic that soothes all ills, at
least for a while.

fxtra Hugh Thar,((s To:
Ellensburg Hig0 School Custodian Robert Cooper

Ellens~~r9 Hrg_h School Principal Paul Farris
. ~~t1v1t1es Director, Barb Goll-DeWitte,
Actrvrtres Office ~ecretary, Colleen Sonstegaard

Ellensburg High School Print Shop Staff
Paulette Bond
.
Laughing Horse Arts Council
Choir Teacher ~nd Costume Caretaker, Gay Ott
Our s~pport,ve and encouraging parents
Our ~atrent and dedicated teachers and staff
Jana s. Hom~tead Storage, Vantage Highway
Moms f abncs for the loan of the balalaika

YOU OUR AUDIENCE

because you are why we

do this!

Don't Miss Me Winter /V)usica/

Anything
Goes
Presented 6y
Ellens6urg 1-figh School

Choir Depa.rfwlent

I
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Post Production Materials- Fools Poster Design
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The brightest,
freshest,
funniest
play on
Broadway
in many
a day.''
-CBS-TV
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NEIL'SIMON'S·

1

Ellensburg High School
Friday, November 2 & Saturday, Novemb·e r 3, 2001 and
Friday, November 9 & Saturday, November 10, 2001

Ellensburg High School Little Theatre
Curtain time 7:00 p.m. Tickets Available at the door $4.00
Directed by Ana J. Hudgens

Producedbyspec;a, .rrangc,nenl wHhSamuel Frenoh, lnc
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Snetsky the Sheep Loser- Actor Steve Hedrick
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Post Production MaterialsMake-up and Costume Photographs
Leon Steponovitch Tolchinsky- Actor Shane Johnson
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Mishkin the Post Carrier- Actor Amber Ritter

/
\
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Magistrate- Actor Christian Mecham
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Yenchna the Vendor- Katharine Kramer
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Slovitch the Butcher- Actor Bobby Haberman
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Doctor Zubritsky- Actor Charlie Wolf
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Sophia Zubritsky- Act or Blair Hop kins
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Lenya Zubritsky- Actor· Jenna Banks
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Count Gregor Yousekevitch- Actor Travis Dukelow

, .,
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Post Production Materials- Set Photographs
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Post Production Materials- Production Journal
Auditions
Thursday

September 13, 2002

First day of auditions~ Nice group of kids, attentive, poli~e,
enthusiastic. Some good '€baracter' types. Casting shouldn't be
too difficult~ One really- interesting guy with funky eyebrows
and a DEEP voice who would make-a great villain if he-can iust
loosen up a bit. Many more girls than boys of course, but I cc;in
get what I need for male parts. l will however cast Yenchna
and Mishkin as women so I can use more girls. The terrorist
attacks have had an effect on the group though. It feels wrong
to laugh. I'm having trouble thinking about much eise than the
nation and Greg.
Friday SeptembeF 14, 2002
Second day of auditions.. Two girls came forward to volunteer
as stage manager and costume coordinator. GREAT. I told the
students I would post the cast on the school office door
tomorrow (Saturday) morning. lt is so much easier for them to
look at the list if they dontt have to be in a group-and see the
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other students around, and then don't have to go to class
afterwards.
Week #1
Monday September 17,- 2002
First day of rehearsals-. Started with introductions and talking
about commitment and the rehearsal schedule.- The guy with
the eyebrows, Travis, is the villain and he's the- only one that
can't make all rehearsals. The schedule will accommodate him
though. We will just have to rearrange the order we rehearse
scenes each day because he must leave by 4:30 daily for hjs
job at the local movi~ theao:e.
Wednesday

September 19-, 2002

I've told the actors that I am the kind of director that allows
actors to have input into their blocking and movements as
long as what they do makes. sense and is text motivated. I
don't think that these students have had much experience
with this type of directing because they either just stand in
one place, or ask me, "Do you want me to move?" or "Where
do you want me togoP' My guess is-that their previo1,.1s
directors were pretty c:ontrolling about their movemen~ and
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have stifled these kidrs- instincts. I wish this school had a real
drama teacher and program._ Nothing frustrates_ me:_ more: than
unthinking actors, and I think the previous directors have not
allowed these kids to cultivate_their instincts.
Friday September 21, 2002
O.K., one week down.- The dialect tapeS- are working pretty

well. The kids seem to be getting_ a feel for the music in the
Russian dialect and they have lost their inhibitions about
trying to speak in the dialect in front of the other students.
One girl, Blair, is really getting good. Blocking is going fine,

which means tha4 the pictures. look good. Now to get them to
emotionally motivate- their move-me-nts. It will come.
Week #2
Monday September 24, 2002
Hey, they didn't forget everything since last week. We

reviewed all the scenes, 1-11 and went on to block scenes 12 &
13-. They did amazingly well. Of course their noses are burled
in their scripts and there is- no motivation to their movement
or action, but hey, it's- only the second week.
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Friday September 29, 2002
O.K Everything is: blocked now. Running & tweaking from now
on. The kids are- actually doing very well. Lines-are- coming. Off
book starting Wednesday-ofnextweek. Esther,. costume girl,
has come in with a few ideas. Roshelle, make-up- girl, is behind.
We did digital photos of each actor and she was. to get tho$e
printed and make plots from which to design make-up for
each character. Our set, such as it is, is well on its way.
Painting will start next week.
Week #3
Tuesday

October 2~ 2002

Off book starting tomorrow. 1 know I will have a headache
tomorrow night. The. actors tell me that in the. past they have
never been given an off-book deadline. I don't think they are
trying to put something over on me, I think they really never
have been asked to prepare this hard. This high school's
program is sorely lacking. There is a great deal of potential in
this group of students, but it's never been tapped before.
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Friday

October 5, 2002

Hara-kiri knife please~t Off-book Wednesday for Act!, and
Thursday for Act II. UGHHH! A nightmare! The kids were very
rough, but I didn't allow them to pick up their scripts, and
they made it through. They forgot almost all of their bloeking
of course. Boy, am I glad it's the weekend.
Week #4
Tuesday October 9, 2002
Well, a great deal of improvement since last Friday. Yesterday
was even pretty good. There was a great deal of script
studying going on this weekend. Characterization e.v~n
sneaked back in today. Blocking had to be reminded, but that
is to be expected at this level. Make-up girl is still behind, but
I've started a shopping list of needs because I don't think I'll
be able to depend on her. Costume gal is busy adapting and
labeling.
Friday

October 5, 2002

Well, I think we may have a show after all. Remarkable
progress over the last few days. :rm still convinced about the
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lighting elements not adequately covering the acting areas,
but I've resigned myself that there is nothing I can do.
Week #5
Tuesday October 16, 2002
Polishing, polishing, polishing. The acting is coming along.
Even the dialects are sounding really nice. Blair is just
outstanding with her Russian dialect. Travis's is coming along
nice too. He's got such a great voice. He was a casting gem.
Friday October 19, 2002
Next week is tech week, and I wish we had JUST ONE MORE
WEEK!!! The actors are doing fine, but our costumes:, props and
make-up still need lots of attention. It's not a case of the
students not caring,_ it's more a case of time; No one has any
extra.

Week #6- Tech Week
Friday October 26, 2002
Aaahhhh, the week from hell is over. First the CD player won't
work, then the lights on stage right kick out. Our sound set up
is pathetic. Dave Brown is going to burn all our sound effects
on one CD for us. That will help immensely.
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Week #7- Performance Week
Tuesday October 31, 2002
Next to last rehearsal. Full costumes and makeup. Went well,
no major problems. I let the kids out quickly because it's
Halloween. They have plans and I'm trying to see their point
of view. They are 16 & 1 7, Halloween parties are a big deal.
Thursday, November 1, 2002
Final dress rehearsal. I fiddled with the tape recorder most of
the night. (UGGGGHHHH batteries.) Used all props and sound
and lights. The new sound CD that Dave burned sounds great
and is easier for Stephanie to run.
Friday

November 2, 2002- Opening Night

Opening night went well. Very full house and much laughter
which the actors fed off well. The actors really did well with
their timing and didn't step on the laughter. I guess the
demonstration on that hit the mark.
Week #8
Thursday November 8, 2002 Brush up rehearsal.
I decided to schedule two brush up rehearsals because of the
inexperience of the actors. Last night was dress,_ but no make-
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up, tonight was full make-up-and costume. All went well, but it
was a little anti-climactic because of no audience response. I
think the kids had gotten used to having an audience to
respond to. They are eager to get in front of an audience
again.
Saturday November 10, 2002
Closing night. That's all Folks. All in all, it went well. I've
enjoyed this experience as I usually do. This has been a very
difficult production though. First the terrorist attacks
damaged my funny bone, and then the challenges of the
facility began to really get to me.
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Other Documentation- Scene Breakdown
Fools Scene Breakdown
SCENE/ scene ti tie
Act I

Starting

Page

CHARACTORS

Scene 1
(New Teacher Arrives)

p. 9

Leon

Scene 2
(Something's Amiss}

p. 10

Leon, Snetsky,
Magistrate

Scene 3
(What? Another teacher?)

p. 12

Mishkin, Slovitch,
Yenchna, Leon, Snetsky

Scene 4
(That Man's No Dr.)

p. 15

Magistrate, Dr Z, Lenya,

Scene 5
(The Curse of
Kulyenchikov)

p. 16

Dr Z, Lenya, Leon,

Scene 6
(She's so lovely, yet .... )

p.6

Dr Z, Lenya, Leon,
Sophia

Scene 7
(Love Stupid Style)

p.32

Leon, Sophia

Scene 8
(Throwing Water)

p.34

Mishkin, Slovitch,
Yenchna, Leon, Snetsky

Scene 9
(The Proposal .. again.)

p.36

Gregor,. Dr Z, Lenya,
Leon, Sophia

Scene 10
(The Challenge)

p.38

Gregor, Leon,

Scene 11
(Brown Roots)

p.39

Leon-, Sophia
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SCENE/ scene title

Starting

Page

CHARACTORS

Act II
Scene 12
(More Cream)

p.45

Snetsky, Slovitch,
Yenchna,

Scene 13.
(Only One Hour)

p.45

Dr Z,- Lenya, Leon,
Sophia

Scene 14
(One plus one is two,
repeat)

p.48

Leon, Sophia

Dr Z, Slovi-tch, Mishkin,
Lenya, Snetsky,
Yenchna, Magistrate,
Leon, Sophia

Scene 15
(The stroke of 9)

p. 51

Scene 16
(And now that your
stupid?)

p.56

Lenya, Dr Z, Leon,
Sophia

Scene 17
(Leon, my son!)

p.58

Gregor,. Leon,

Scene 18
(I now pronounce you ... )

p.61

Mis~ Yenchna,
Slovitch
Snetsky, Leon, Lenya,
Dr Z, Sophia, Gregor,
Magistrate

Scene 19
(And they lived
happily(?) ever after)

p. 70

Leon. Later add others
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Other Documentation~ Cast

& Crew Contact Sheet

Fools Contact Sheet
Please keep this paper safe and confidential

Director- Anna Hudgens 933-1936
Leon Steponovitch Tolchinsky- Shane Johnson 933-1055
Magistrate- Christian Mecham 964-2146
Doctor Zubritsky- Charlie Wolfe 925-9013 or 899-2583
Gregor Yousekevitch- Travis Dukelow 9-25-3695/ cell 889-1515
Sophia Zubritsky- Blair Hopkins 925--7735
Lenya Zubritsky- Jenna Banks 962-8494
Snetsky- Steve Hedrick 962-3303
Mishkin-Amber Ritter 933-1896
Slovitch-Bobby Haberman 933-1742/ 859-0014
Yenchna- Katherine Kramer 962-2112
Stage Manager- Stefanie Johnson 925-1942
Asst. stage Manager; Props- Steve Hedrick 962-3303
Asst. Stage Managers; Hair and Make-up designRoshelle Hutchins: 925-5186
Stefanie Johnson 925-1942
Asst. Stage Manager; Dialect coach- Stefanie Johnson 925-1942
Asst. Stage Manager; Costumes- Esther Chilcutt 925-4858
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Sound

Cue#

#15

Banjo & Violins

#16

Single clock Bong

#17

BLANK! NOTHING!!

#18

Flute melding into oboe

#19

Thoughtful violins and oboe

#20

Folk dancing music

#21

Sinister Cymbals

#22

Thoughtful violins- very long

#23

Birds chirping

#24

Crash of rolling thunder

#25

Lightning strike and thunder

#26

Bigger crash and thunder

#27

Crash Breaking

#28

Crow

#29

Crow longer
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Cue#

Sound

#30

Chimes prelude- long

#31

Coo-coo clock

#32

Rolling thunder sound-like an
earthquake

#33

Closing monologue violins with
uplift at end

L

--,-------_J_________
Other Documentation-

Fools Ground Plan
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Other Documentation-

Fools Budget

Costumes:
Ellensburg Goodwill
Sagebrush Saddlery, Ellensburg
Dry cleaning
total

$ 83.07
$ 379.59
$ 63.81
$ 526.47

$ 526.47

Properties & Makeup:
$ 139.66
$ 161,55

Fred Meyer
Display & Costume
total

$ 301.21
$ 301.21

Posters:
Samuel French

$ ~5.00

total

$ 45.00
$ 45.00

Cast Party:
$ ZS,00

Grants Pizza
total

$75.00
$

Total spent on Fools

zs.oo

$ 947.68
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Post Production Materials- Self Evaluation

Ellensburg High School Drama Club presented Neil Simon's
comedy Fools, on November 2, 3, 9, and 10, 2001. Audience
response was wonderful at every performance. Many EHS faculty
and staff related that Fools was the best non-musical that they had
ever seen at the school. However, as a director, one must look over
all of the elements that went into making the production in order to
improve for the next show. Fools hit the mark as far as growth in
the acting, make-up application, entertainment value of the script,
and the learning of comedic timing. Improvement could be directed
towards the technical elements of set and lighting.

One of the strengths of the production was the acting of the
four principal characters. These student actors took direction well,
were cooperative, and very hard workers. The actor in the role of
Leon, the young school teacher, had a great deal more lines to learn
than any other cast member. Many of the supporting actors
progressed a great deal, though some never did overcome a certain
physical stiffness. The actors became acutely aware of the concept of
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stage pictures and would frequently check themselves against the
other actors on stage to be sure that there were 'no kick lines' or
that they were not blocking other actors.

Another strength of the production was the use of makeup to
convincingly age teenagers into middle to older age characters.
Students collected photos from which to refer while applying their
character lines and shadows. They were cautioned against, and
headed the advice, of not going overboard with their age makeup.

Simon's strong script helped the production by giving the cast
the advantage of humor that most people would find amusing, just
by hearing the words strung together correctly. Nothing was
changed or adapted to the script, except that two 'male roles' were
cast as females. The names did not need to be changed, since
Americans would not easily identify masculinity or femininity to the
names Mishkin or Yenchna.

A final strength of the production was the students, taking like
ducks to water, the concept of comedic timing. The actors got a
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great deal of practice early on in the rehearsal process as I am a
great laugher, and they learned quickly where the laughs were likely
to come, and became sensitive to not talking over my laughing.
While not 100% successful, they did come make a great deal of
progress over the five night performance run.

Elements that were not as successful include the lighting and
set elements. The script calls for five locations, and the set pieces
used and the flexible usage of the apron and in-front-of-stage-floor
filled the need, but the lighting instruments were inadequate to
illuminate the areas completely. We did not have a great deal of
success with the scenic painting of wood grain on the balcony unit,
or mountains and rolling fields on the one outdoor scene flat.

Given more time, improvements could have been made in
these areas. A small town theatre teacher understands that being
hired as a director also means being hired to design and construct
scenery, lighting, costumes, props, publicity, hair/makeup and
sound. While the community of Ellensburg is running over with
theatrically talented and creative people, they are all involved in
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their own endeavors and have no spare time to devote to a high
school production. At Ellensburg High School, the non-musical play
director has to be their own expert on directing, and all aspects of
technical production.

The director's concept statement focused on the four elements
that Francis Hodge described that drive a director; a vision of the
play, a comprehensive knowledge of the play, skills in
communication, and a strong desire to entertain. ( 2) Looking back
the production of Ellensburg High School's play Fools addressed all
of these elements with a great deal of success.

Sometimes it is really hard to do what I do. After September
11th, it was very difficult for myself, and the company of Fools to
come to rehearsal and concentrate on something so funny. We
didn't want to seem unfeeling or insensitive. We didn't want to
appear callous. But we couldn't help but bust a gut laughing
sometimes at the antics of these inhabitants of this small Ukrainian
village. In many ways it has been the hardest five week preparation
period of my career. It has also been very rewarding.
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I chose this play last spring because I liked what it had to say
about the flawed perception of accepting what others tell us about
ourselves. I especially liked the parallels that could be drawn
between our young people of today, and what the media says they
are all like. A glance at the short biographies in the Fools program
of each actor and crew member involved in the production
demonstrates that these young men and women do not fit the
stereotype that the media presents. These kids refuse to give in to
messages that they are lazy, self-serving, self-pleasing degenerates.
Given a small modicum of opportunity, these kids can accomplish
great things.

This was a difficult preparation period for many reasons, but
the largest of these was the World Trade Center Terrorist Attack. I
had a hard time getting out of bed many days, let alone rehearsing
such funny material. Often rehearsals would lack the desired
enthusiasm due to new and horrific details about the attacks. We
did our best to bolster and encourage each other. We reminded
ourselves that to give in to paralysis was letting the enemy win. We
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were determined that would not happen. Our goal of bringing
laughter to Ellensburg would not be way laid. I think we succeeded.
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Other Documentation- Actor Debriefing Evaluations

The materials that follow are written evaluations drafted by
the Ellensburg High School student actors and crew involved in the
production of Fools. These evaluations help students recognize and
articulate what they have learned and accomplished over the
previous weeks of working on the production. Such evaluations help
directors and students see where efforts could be focused in future
productions to avoid pitfalls.
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Fool's Debriefing
-, What I learned during the production process for Fool's?
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)~at I learned during the production process for Fool's?
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Fool's Debriefing
What I learned during the production process for Fool's?
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Fool's Debriefing
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Fool's Debriefing
What I learned during the production process for Fool's?
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Fool's Debriefing
, What I learned during the production process for Fool's?
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~-i W hat I learned during the production process for Fool's?
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Thesis Chair and
Committee Evaluator's Written Comments

Thesis Chair Derek Lane
Professor Mark C. Zetterberg
Professor Michael J. Smith

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
THEATRE ARTS GRADUATE PROGRAM
THESIS PROJECT/PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
STUDENT:

STUDENT#:

Anna Hudgens

THESIS PROJECT TITLE:
EVALUATOR:
VIEWING DATE:

"FOOLS"

I Mark C. Zetterberg
I June 5, 2002 (Video)

PERFORMANCE VENUE:

TITLE:

CWU Professor of Theatre Arts

The Little Theatre - Ellensburg H.S. / Ellensburg, WA

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE VENUE:
The Little Theatre is a small proscenium theatre space, without much in the way of technical accoutrements. The stage is 25'
wide by 20' deep, with apron steps providing front-of-house access to the stage. The room seats just over 100 patrons, and has
little to offer in the way of lighting or scene shifting capabilities.

DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTION CONCEPT:
Ihe production concept chosen by the director revolves around standing up for yourself and not allowing other people to limit
your potential. Stressing that "knowledge is everyone's birthright,'' the director set out to challenge us to ''take control of our
lives and futures.

HOW DID THE PRODUCTION DffiECTION AND/OR DESIGN IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS
EXPRESSED IN THE CONCEPT STATEMENT?
The telling of the story through the play's direction adequately conveyed the .ideas of the production concept, in spite of the
limitation of the age of the performers. The range of experience and capabilities within the cast limited the director's abilities
to make the concept more attainable, but the method of storytelling through fable let 1he playwright's ideas come through.
From the technical side, ther-e was little that helped to establish the concept of the show, outside of the props. (The stylization
of the cow was perhaps the most successful.) I would like to have seen even more of this fable-like, cartoon-like stylization in
the other production. The costumes, for instance, did an excellent job in helping to establish the period, but were less effective
in bringing across the production's concept.

APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OR PERFORMERS,
AUDIENCE, VENUE, AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING:
The choice of the script was very appropriate for the performance space, the audience and the academic setting. While the play
provided a test to the performers, they performed well in what I perceived was a very positive and educational experience for
them. They handled the comedy fairly well, played their laughs, and covered several onstage accidents (including an inadvertent
scene blackout) without disrupting the flow of the play.

Pg. 2

PRODUCTION CRITIQUE:
DIRECTION
(1) Casting of the Production-

Excellent / Very Good / Good / Fair /

Poor / NA

On the whole, the casting for the production was good, with solid performances delivered by the four principal
actors playing the teacher, the shepherd, the daughter, and (most notably) the doctor.

(2) Clearly delineated units of action - Excellent ·/ Very Good / Good / Fair /

Poor / NA

The units of action were delineated fairly well. Transitions in and out of scenes were a bit rough, and would
have benefited from the use of more musical sound cues, like the change into the first interior scene. The
placement of the balcony so far out in the house also made for some rather awkward shifts in action.

(3) Use of motivated blocking-

Excellent / Very Good / Good / Fair /

Poor / NA

At times, the blocking of the story's characters was motivated and sound in its execution. However, many of the
crosses (ie: the teacher's reading of the curse, and many of the exits- especially in the final scene) seemed staged
or went against the logical movement patterns inherent in the text. Good use of the audience areas for entrances
and exits.

(4) Visually interesting composition- Excellent / Very Good / Good / Fair /

Poor / NA

When actors avoided standing in front of each other or in a "chorus line," the stage pictures were very effective.
The beginning of the last scene was particularly nice to look at, and the interior scenes in the doctor's house
nicely laid out.

(5) Use of picturization in storytelling-Excellent / Very Good / Good / Fair /

I

Poor / NA

Wo,-ked well, especially tho crowd'""'"'·

(6) Clear/believable characterization- Excellent / Very Good / Good / Fair /

Poor I NA

The doctor and teacher were clearly the most believable actors onstage. The Count also had some nice
moments, including his direct interactions with the audience. The asides throughout the play (mostly the
teacher's) were neatly packaged and stylized for us.

(7) Adequate use of body and voice-

Excellent / Very Good / Good / Fair /

Poor / NA

Partly because of the stage space and inexperience of the actors, there were unfortunately many times where
actors ended up facing into the wings. However, in spite of this "upstaging," the vocal work and diction was
very good! Actors needed more work to keep from dropping the ends of lines, because that caused us to lose
many of the jokes. The Russian dialects were bravely attempted, but varied greatly throughout the cast, from the
doctor on the high end of proficiency to the daughter, whose dialect disappeared altogether at times. (On an
added note, the Cmmt has a wonderful voice.) In the use of their bodies, the several kissing scenes were very
awkward, although the actors' "comfort zones" may have hindered this process.

(8) Miscellaneous commentsOverall, you did a very nice job with the direction of this comedy, despite the time limitations in rehearsals.
Blocking tended to be too angular (side-to-side) and would have worked better for the comedy if it had been
more curvilinear.
Tape needed to run continuously from pre-show through curtain call. We didn't get a chance to gauge the
effectiveness of how all the elements worked together with all the cuts.
Floorplans, Budget/Expenses, Lightplot/Paperwork, Painter's Elevations need to be in Thesis, Part II & III.

Pg. 3

PRODUCTION CRITIQUE:
TECHNICAL PRODUCTION & FRONT-OF-HOUSE ELEMENTS
Excellent / Very Good / Good /

(1) Scenery/Scenic Units-

Fair /

/ NA

Poor

The settings were very sparse, consisting ofan empty stage/aisle in front of the curtain, the doctor's house- made
up of furniture pieces in front of black drapes, and a balcony extension that reached out into the audience from
the SL side of the stage. While the interior seemed to lack a table (which would have been very useful to the
director) the swinging door on the prosceniwn was nifty. From a safety standpoint, I am worried about the
legality of the balcony blocking audience egress from the theatre, and, artistically, it proved impossible to light.
Without a better understandine of the budeet and floorolans l cannot comoletelv assess the rest of the sets.

(2) Costumes & Makeup-

Excellent / Very Good / Good /

Fair /

/ NA

Poor

Overall, the best technical element of the show, the costumes were researched well, selected carefully and more
than appropriate for the show. For artistic ooity, they were perhaps too realistic, but they served the production
nicely.

Excellent / Very Good / Good /

(3) Lighting-

Fair /

/ NA

Poor

The lighting for this production was far too dark and ineffective for the show. The downstage center dark spot
between the two lights and the holes at the sides of the downstage areas were particularly annoying, especially
with the actors seeking them out with great regularity. In the black abyss, we had no moonlit scenes, no
lightning, and little variety in helping to change the mood of the environment. <If there was any money in the
budget it should have been spent here, and the director needed to have sought out some lighting assistance.>

(4) Sound-

Excellent / Very Good / Good I

Fair /

Poor

/ NA

Because of the editing in the tape, I cannot assess the pre-show, intennission or post-show music. The music
that accompanied the fust scene shift into the house was nice and would have served the rest of the show well,
too. The music for the wedding dance was good, as were the thlUlder, bells and the "love-at-first-sight" motif.
(Disappointingly missing were the leitmotif themes for each character, as planned on page 37 of your thesis?)

Poor

/ NA

Excellent / Very Good / Good /

Fair /

Poor

/ NA

Excellent / Very Good I Good /

Fair /

Poor

/ NA

Fair /

Poor

/ NA

(5) Unity of Production Elements-Excellent / Very Good / Good /

(6) Visual expression of metaphors-

Fair /

! None evidenced.
(7) Creative problem solving-

Creative oroblem solvine was somewhat evident in the stalrine of the olav.

(8) Publicity, Box Office & F.O.H. -

Excellent / Very Good / Good /

Program looked good. (Given that this is your thesis project, the spelling of your name shouJd be the same in
both your program and written thesis.)

WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THIS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE AND
PRODUCTION RESOURCES, WAS THIS PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY?
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Title: As.Si.Stant Professor of Theatre Arts

Ellensburg High School, Ellensburg, \VA

Place of performance1

Date of viewing- June 5 \ 2002 (video)

Description of performance ven ue-Approximately 20'x 25', The Little Theatre at
Ellensburg High School is a small proscenium performance ~pace. There is little in the
way of technical help, especially in the areas oflights and sound. The house seats around
100 people, is slightly raked, and has (from what I could see) adequate audience
sightlines.
Description of production concept; The director mentioned a few fundamental
concepts. First, she talked about believing in yourself, no matter what negativity has
been fed to you by others. Second, she brought up the idea that we are all foolish. She
said that the villagers' behavior is inherently logical to them, but to anyone else it may
appear to be ridiculous. Third, she identified this as a farce, with actors behaving as if
their moror}ic-behavior was the-norm.
Description of the actual production direction or that of the sets and props,
costumes, lights, sound- The director utilized the space - for the most part - effectiveiy.
The environments were created by utilizing different areas of the stage, in front of the
curtain, on the floor just below the sta_ge, and on a stairway/balcony that was placed in the
audience right aisle. In virtually every scene, much of the action took place at or near
center stage, which was probably as much a.by-:pr.o.duct of the actors' inexperience as the
director's lack of insistence in creating different and more visually stimulating stage
pictures. Tempo-rhythm in a farce must run at a breakneck speed. This show never
reached that goal, and while much of this was attributed - by the director - to the cast's
inexperience and reluctance to "get off book", the director might have used any number
of proven improvisational exercises from her CWU theatre classes in order to realize this
goal.
On the technical side, the lighting was, for the most part, sub-par. I had trouble seeing
the actors; their heads (during scenes in front of the curtain) were often cut off Actors
would often walk in and out of light, and the stairway/balcony was so ill lit that I couldn't
figure out (on the video) what it was supposed to represent until one of the characters
mentioned something about a "balcony". Since we did not see any pre-show on the
video, cannot speak to the environment created before the curtain went up. During the
show, sound cues were infrequent and - at times - not in sync with the action. The

costumes were quite effective in illuminating character, establishing the period, and
defining the socio~economic level of Ukrainian oeasants circa 1890.
~

.

How did the production direction implement the ideas expressed in the concept
statement? - The storytelling aspects of the production were, for the most part, effective.
Much of the humor was dampened due the aforementioned shortcomings in the area of
tempo-rhythm. However, clever use of the space kept the action moving, which - in a
farce = is imperative. The actors' lack of experience and training often prevented a full
realization of the director's attempt at creating realistic people to populate this 1890
Ukrainian village, but (in many high school programs) this is the rule rather than the
exception.
Appropriateness of choice of script for abilities or performers, audience, venue,
and/or academic setting - I believe the script was accessible to performers and
audiences
alike, and seemed to be a viable
choice for the students, school, and
--· --- --- - - - -------- ··--·- - -- ---- -· -- - - ----- ----- - - - - - ---- - - - ·-· - - -- -- -- ·------ -·-community.
Casting - Generally appropriate, although the performers' varying levels of experience
made for an uneven realization of the script.
Clear delineation of units of action - Although it was generally clear when a scene
ended and another began, \Ve might have been led more effectively throughout by a
sound design that reflected time, place, era, etc ..
Motivated blocking - Comedy is generally line, then movement, or movement, then line.
The director often allowed the two to occur at one and the same time; thus blurring the
potential comedic effect of the situation, and at times even obfuscating the plot elements.
However, the actors seemed to be generally comfortable onstage, which (with the
aforementioned inexperience of the cast) is a credit to the director.
Visually interesting composition = Although there were some lovely visual
compositions, particularly with the stairway/balcony, much of the action occurred on one
or two planes. · This often flattened out the stage picture. Also, with the actors generally
gravitating to center stage, distance between the actors tended to be uniform and
unimaginative. At the same time, the actors rarely upstaged one another, and mostly lent
focus where it was appropriate.
Use of picturization in storytelling - Generally effective.
Clear and believable characterization = Due to the wide;ranging levels of talent and
experience, the effectiveness of the actors' characterizations (and their believability)
fluctuated wildly throughout the play. The doctor and schoolteacher had the most fully
realized characterizations, although some of the peasants chipped in with quirky
portrayals. My overall criticism was in the area of immediacy. Inherent in a farce is the
need for characters to get what they want right now. I felt that the actors did not always
pursue their objectives with energy and passion.

Adequate use of the voice and body - Dialects are always a challenge, and a Russian
dialect is particularly difficult. Overall, the actors generally did a decent job with the
dialect. I had a lot of problems understanding the Count, but it might be partly because
he spent a lot of time in profile. The Doctor really captured the dialect very well, and his
physicalization of the role was also quite good. Physically, the production appeared quite
tentative. Any time actors would be directed to hug or kiss, there was an unnatural
stiffness that accompanied these movements. While this is very common with high
school actors, there are a number of improvisational exercises that might have been
instituted which might have improved the actors' comfort level with one another.
Unity of production elements = I was impressed that the space was - mostly
effectively used, and that each stage area had its own personality. The costumes were
appropriate, although more color might have been used in order to better identify the
minor characters. If the lighting was more usable and the sound design more consistently
applied, the production would have been better served.
Miscellaneous comments - You did a pretty good job in directing a group of
inexperienced actors through a particularly difficult farce. Always remember that a farce
must - by design = run like a bat out of hell. If a comedy is an amusing romp, a farce is a
runaway train.
We saw no pre-show, so had no idea as to what transpired before the curtain went up.
Pre-show music can often lead an audience into the world of the play, and those of us
who only saw the video were abruptly bumped into an environment with which we were
not familiar. It took me awhile to catch up, which is not the affect one would want to
have upon an audience member.
WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THIS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, WAS

tms PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY?
Satisfactory

Evaluator

Date:

"/4/o )'
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FOOLS was first presented by Emanuel Azenberg on
April 6, 1981, at the Eugene O'Neill Theatre, New York
City, with the following cast:

(In order of aopearance)
LEON ToLcHINSKY .......• . . . . . . . . . . John Rubinstein
SNETSKY ... •.. . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Gerald Hiken
MAarSTRATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fred Stuthman
SwvncH ..•. . ... . .. .. . . . . . . . . ..... . David Lipman
MISHKIN . . . • . . . . . . . . •. ... .•. .. .. ...•. Joseph Leon
YENCHNA ..••.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Florence Stanley
DR. ZUBRITSKY .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harold Gould
LENY A ZueRITSKY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mary Louise Wilson
SOPHIA ZueRITSKY . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Pamela Reed
GREGOR YousEKEVITCH ..•... . . ... .. Richard B. Shull

Directed by Mike Nichols
Scenery by John Lee Beatty
Costumes by Patricia Zipprodt
Lighting by Tharon Musser
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